
There is a LOT of material covered in this course, and Prof. Ghosh did well in teaching it and tried to keep the workload manageable. The Connect quizzes were time-
consuming, but helpful. My only suggestion would be to consider cutting down a chapter or two, because the material is incredibly dense.

I appreciated Prof. Ghosh's work ethic. He always came to class well prepared and took the temperature of the class to see if we were understanding and maintaining the
material. He brought real life issues and work to the classroom and that is hugely appreciated. Well done Professor. Uniquely and amazingly well done.

Thank you

so much material, too many chapters are covered in a small period of time. no time to go through in detail for student.

The course was wonderful. I learnt a lot. We should have covered chapter 13, 6 and 21 instead of three classes at the end for relaxation. More problem solving would be
nice and MCQ practice is needed. Overall, class was really good and I enjoyed it.

1 - Run through more examples in class to explain the conceptual basis behind some of the more difficult to understand journal entries. (Example - I did not understand the
Income tax payable credit in stock options upon exercise, until the professor explain the reason for it).
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class size is too huge. we should open more session for the this course.

Prior to this class, there has never been a professor that can fully grasp my attention for the entire class time. The guidance provided by Professor Ghosh, and his passion to
engage his students has made this one of the most rewarding courses I have ever taken. Thank you!

Thank you so much, Prof. for making the most challenging course in the program less painful... The quizzes are extremely helpful. Maybe group projects/presentation in the
future courses to improve class interactions?

The power point slides should be improved a bit, they were difficult to follow. Otherwise, great course and professor.

Could tell from first class that Professor Ghosh was extremely thoughtful about the class and cared about his students actually learning. Please continue to explain your
thought process in determining grading and coursework because it really shows that there is thought and reason behind everything.

Really enjoyed all your lectures. I learned a lot more in this class than in any other accounting classes (even though my grades don't reflect it). The connect quizzes were
also extremely useful because they reinforced what I learned in the textbook very well.

Professor Ghosh was a wonderful teacher. He always came to class prepared, eager to teach and excited about the subject matter. One of the best teachers I have ever had,
including my undregraduate education. I hope he continues teaching this subject.

Professor, Thanks for everything this semester, you were wonderful. I really feel that you want your students to succeed, and you are doing a great job. I will keep in touch.
Thanks!

Prof. Ghosh taught an extremely challenging course in very little time. The book chosen was excellent, and he was very straightforward with how to succeed in the course.
His midterm had a few frustrating errors but otherwise he delivers on his promise. If he taught any more classes I would take them without hesitation. His enthusiasm, love
for the material, and faith in his students is inspiring. One of my favorite professors.

Don't spend too much time on explaining exercise.

Overall, I enjoyed this course. The Connect quizzes were stressful but gave structure to the course, set the pace for the class. However, I’m sure some people cheated on the
connect quizzes, which gave them an unfair advantage for the part of their grade related to the connect quizzes. I thought you did a good job of teaching complex topics
such as accounting for leases, deferred taxes and pension accounting. You gave us every opportunity to manage our grades and do well. I do think that in the future there
should be two midterms and a final exam because the midterm exam had so much material on it. Great professor, humorous, brings into the class relevant outside stories.
Great course but a lot of work.

Thank you for an outstanding class!

This course has too many contents and the teaching progress is sometimes a little bit fast

This course is great, very challenging but definitely rewards hard work.

Extremely well organized class considering the amount of material to covered over a semester. Would be great if more real life examples/cases could be discussed during
lectures. I understand this might be difficult given time constraints, but 15-20 minutes discussing actual industry cases (in select classes) based on the professor's research
interests and consulting work would be terrific. Professor Ghosh is extremely knowledgeable and makes accounting very interesting. Enjoyed reading his articles and
research work on his website. Thanks!

I love Professor Ghosh! He has a great passion about accounting which makes me more interested in the industry.He has also designed a great syllabus which pushes me to
learn so much during the semester. I am very grateful that I have him as one of my accounting professors.

going through problems in class was very helpful, i believe we should do more of it in the course

Thank you

Most people come to class without reading the chapter in front and ask no brain questions wasting time. Maybe put connect quiz lower weight but due before your lecture.
Or you can just shorten your time answering questions or make a Q&A 5 min at the end so no disruption in middle of class. I can feel the kind of rush after 6:45 pm most
time.

I understand it is hard to make different versions of exams in a short time. But could you please try to make exam problems with less mistakes? Because small mistakes will
confuse students and waste their effective time in exam. Thank you for your effort and teaching!

I liked that the class was a two way stream rather than forced information one way

Lecture was very helpful to establish underlying concepts and accounting in the real world in each chapter. Also I am glad that quizes were there to (and forced me to) study
each chapter. The volume of material this course provides is overwhelming, but lecture, quizes, and textbook problems were enough to prepare for exams. I wish there were
more materials to study MCQs.
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